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KKeeyy  AAddvvaannttaaggeess  ooff  IIVVCC  VViiddeeoo  SSyysstteemmss  

 
1. Remote Accessibility – View, control, and manage the entire video system from anywhere within your 

facility and from anywhere else using just a browser and password.  Public or protected www viewing can 
also be enabled if desired.   

2. Security - Three levels of password protection can be used with third party encryption and network 
security systems. Can also be integrated with existing enterprise privilege base user authentication systems. 

3. High Image Quality – Highest quality glass optics and industrial grade components from leading video 
equipment companies provide excellent images even in low light. 

4. Robust - IP based system uses conventional computer hardware and avoids the need for specialized, less 
reliable hardware components. No expensive CCTV components like DVRs, multiplexers, video switches, 
etc. are necessary.  

5. Low Installation Costs - Uses existing computers as view stations and existing network infrastructure. 
Avoids the need for additional viewing monitors.  

6. Ease of Installation – Just connect the cameras to your existing network and provide 110/220 VAC power.  
7. Easy to Use - Intuitive interface with point-and-click navigation. Avoids the training requirements typical 

of traditional CCTV systems 
8. Positioned for the Future  - TCP/IP format means avoiding built-in obsolescence. Not locked into a 

particular hardware, communication configuration, or manufacturer.   
9. Scalability – Start with one camera and grow to 100s without changing the backbone. Cameras can be 

added to the Relay Servers and Relay Servers can be added to grow the system smoothly. 
10. Redundancy – Avoid single point failure with multiple Relay Servers.   
11. Open Architecture  - Easily Integrate with third party software and hardware.  An Active-X Control and 

application programmers interface (API) are provided, and our technical staff is always available. 
12. Complete Bandwidth Management - IVC systems provide the ability to set a bandwidth consumption 

limit that manages both camera and viewer bandwidth consumption to insure that other applications on the 
network are not slowed.  Low bandwidth connections and shared connectivity can also be use safely.  

13. Click to View - There is no more intuitive and easy to use interface than the IVC click-in-image and click-
in-panorama control.  Create a 360 degree panorama with one click, then use it to point the camera.  This is 
particularly important in low bandwidth applications where instant visual positional feedback is not 
available. 

14. Simplified Access to All Cameras  -  Launch a browser and address one IP, (for the Relay Server), to see a 
list of all cameras.  Select the one or several you want and that’s all there is to it. Cameras can be assigned 
names so there is no need to remember IP addresses or numbers. 

15. Highly Accurate Pre sets  - even at High Zoom Levels.  IVC’s pan tilt is accurate to less than 0 .2 degrees, 
meaning that a zoomed in, actionable view can be accomplished with a single click. Automated responses 
to alarms are accurate insuring that views and recorded video will be as you want them. 

16. Automated Response to Event Detection -  IVC systems can be programmed to automatically respond to 
a broad variety of security devices providing pre and post event video recordings, snapshots, alarms, etc. 

17. Storage and Retrieval of Video -  Video is constantly being saved from every camera on the system in 
RAM.  When a security event occurs, the pre-event video is saved for immediate or later review in fast, 
slow, or stop action.  This can be done immediately from any location. 

18. Complete System - No Costly Accessories or Add-Ons  -  IVC provides complete systems that do not 
require costly additional items like multiplexers, video switches, DVRs, and the like.  The CCTV industry 
generally provides low cost, non-IP cameras that require a costly video backbone.  IVC systems are 
network based.  All they require are cameras and the Relay Server software running on a PC. 

19. Single -Point Superior Service -   IVC guarantees system performance.  Our staff makes service and 
customer satisfaction our highest priority.  In addition to technical support, we can provide custom software 
development to meet your specific needs. 


